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POWERFUL
ANSWERS

SEMI-FINALIST

cell phone distractions account for 

1/4th of auto collisions
I identified problem space

recruited and selected team members

lead team through the design thinking process

ethnographic work and fly-on-the-wall observation

concept development, initial testing and feedback

We took a  

Messy problem

and created a 

clean solution



Portable Microfluidics 
Human Factors & Mechanical Design



Use flow and prototyping 
Given the principle mechanism this device would use, I was tasked with creat-
ing the next generation of the device, considering usability and robustness. 
I brought consideration for user ergonomics as well as new core mechanical 
functionalities to the platform. This device is a low cost microfluidic apparatus.

cartidge mechanism





G.L.A.S.S.
Glass-Lined Aqueous Storage System
a luminum -  po lypropy lene  -  ac ry l i c  -  rubber



Design and Manufacturing
Glass is the only material commonly used for drinking vessels that is 100% 
leach-proof, unlike plastics, and metals, and the inner coatings that they can 
be shipped with. To promote the use of this healthier material, I created a 
protective and insular casing for a glass water bottle.



Form and function
To make the protective shell I decided on a familiar mini-
mal form, but still detailed and interesting. I also created 
unique mechanisms to keep the glass bottle secure from 
below and removeble from the enclosure, and from the 
top in the press fit cap





ELECTRIFIED WOOD
designed by Ben Alpers



Finding Inspiration

a fascination with negative space led me 

to explore its essence, namely

SURPRISE & DISCOVERY

I also played with minimalism, using it to 
defy expenctations to show that mini-
malism can be warm and friendly instead 
of stark, sterile or sparse.

(found images)



Form & Concept

Fabrication
- steam bending wood
- soldering LED strips
- vinyl cutting





BEN ALPERS
I am a senior engineering student in Product Design at 
Stanford University. My major is based on Mechanical 
Engineering and human-centered design - I am studying 
to clearly identify problems and then devise worthwhile, 
feasible solutions, whether it be a consumer product, lab 
research, or social impact project (my favorite!). 

Reach me at balpers@stanford.edu

Learn more at www.benalpers.com

Thank you for reading!


